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Abstract. An approach to the correctness proof of static semantics with respect to the standard 
semantics of a programming language is presented, where correctness means that the properties 
of the language described by the static semantics, such as type checking, are consistent with the 
standard semantics. The standard and static semantics are given in a denotational style in terms 
of some basic domains and domain constructors, which. together with suitable operations, are 
used to describe fundamental semantic concepts. The domains have different meaning in the two 
semantics and the static semantics correctness proof is carried out by devising a set of suitable 
functions between them. We show that the correctness proof can be greatly simplified by structuring 
the semantics definitions, and we illustrate that by applying the methodology to a simple imperative 
language. In the example the derivation of a static checking algorithm from the static semantics 
is described. 
1. Introduction 
Static checking can be seen in general as the proof of a program property [8], 
which usually refers to scope rules or type consistency. For instance, a static type 
checking algorithm checks that a program will be correct with respect to type 
consistency rules for every possible execution. Static checking can be considered as 
a first step towards a program correctness proof; for this reason, recently designed 
programming languages (CLU [17], Alphard [29], Russell [9], ADA [l], SAL [13]) 
emphasize statically checkable features. 
The increasing complexity of static aspects of languages has raised the need of a 
rigorous definition of static checking. This was done for several languages by 
translating a program into an expression in a suitable formalism characterizing only 
those aspects of the language relevant for static checking, while disregarding all 
others [3,11,15,16]. Static checking is carried out by evaluating that expression. 
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This approach can be rephrased by saying that static checking is carried out by 
evaluating the program in non standard domains [8,24], or alternatively that the 
program is given a meaning according to a non standard (static) semantics of the 
language. The static semantics can be formally defined by means of the same 
techniques used to define the standard semantics, such as the well-known denota- 
tional technique [ 121. 
A denotational approach has been used, for instance, to give the formal definition 
of ADA [2,6]. According to this approach the semantics is defined in two separate 
parts, the static and the dynamic semantics, both given denotationally. The static 
semantics defines which syntactically correct programs are correct with respect to 
statically checkable features; the dynamic semantics is defined only for statically 
correct programs and describes the run time aspects of the language. 
This approach is suitable for compiled languages, such as ADA, since the two parts 
of the semantics closely correspond to two main components of the compiler, and 
thus the implementor’s task of deriving these components from the formal definition 
of the language is made easier. On the other hand this approach excludes the 
possibility of building an interpreter for the language performing all checks at run 
time. Furthermore the definition of the semantics in two parts can raise some doubts 
on the consistency between them, especially when complex features, such as poly- 
morphism or aliasing. are involved. 
In this paper we take a different approach, although based on the same denota- 
tional technique. We assume the formal definition of the language to be given by 
a unique standard denotational semantics, where all checks (on types, scope 
rules, . . .) are performed dynamically. Thus an interpreter could be easily derived 
from it. Then the static semantics will be defined separately and proved correct 
with respect to the standard one, where correct means that the static semantics 
describes correctly a wanted program property. A similar approach to static seman- 
tics correctness was taken by Milner [19] who proved the correctness of a static 
type checking algorithm. 
Note that, once the static semantics has been proved correct, we might transform 
the standard semantics by eliminating all checks which are performed statically. In 
this way we can have the static and dynamic semantics as in the previously described 
approach, but with the two parts of the semantics certainly consistent. 
In this paper we will express the static semantics denotationally. Thus, to prove 
its correctness, we might use techniques analogous to those used by other authors 
to prove the equivalence of various standard and non standard semantic definitions 
[ 10,18,23,27]. However we show that the complexity of the correctness proof can 
be substantially reduced by giving the denotational semantics in a structured way. 
The approach is described in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4 the approach is illustrated 
with the definition of the standard and static semantics of a simple imperative 
language with integer and boolean expressions, blocks, input and output, recursive 
procedures. The example shows that, by suitably structuring the definitions, the 
correctness proof becomes almost trivial. Furthermore we show how to derive a 
static checking algorithm from the denotational static semantics. 
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2. An overview of the approach 
Let us assume that one of the possible static meanings of a program may be a 
value “P-correct”. Then we say that the static semantics is correct with respect to 
a given property P if, whenever the static meaning of a program is “P-correct”, 
then the standard meaning of that program satisfies property P. 
A possible approach to the correctness proof of static semantics is that of finding, 
if it exists, a function h such that the following diagram: 
commutes, that is h(s(p)) = s’(p) for every p E L. Furthermore, h must satisfy the 
above definition of correctness, that is h must map in “P-correct” only values which 
satisfy property P. 
From an algebraic point of view, L, M and SM are many-sorted G-algebras, 
where G is the abstract grammar of the source language, s and s’ are homomorphisms 
and L is the word algebra defined by G. It is well known that L is the initial G-algebra, 
that is there is a unique homomorphism from it to any other G-algebra. Thus to 
prove that the diagram commutes it suffices to prove that h is a homomorphism, 
that is for every operator op of the G-algebras 
h(op,,(x,, . . ., 4) = ops.v,(h(xi), . . . , h(4). 
(See [28] for a similar approach to compiler correctness.) 
However in most cases it is impossible to give a function h which is a homomorph- 
ism. Let us consider for instance a program pl containing the statement 
if B then Sl else S2, 
where the value of the boolean expression B is always true, the statement S2 
contains a type error and every other construct of pl is type correct; and a program 
p2 obtained from pl by replacing the above if statement with statement Sl. As 
pointed out in the introduction, the standard semantics assumes all checks to be 
done dinamically. Thus a branch which is never executed has no effect on the 
meaning of a program and the two programs pl and p2 have the same standard 
meaning. However a static semantics would usually give the meaning “type-correct” 
to program ~2, but not to program pl because of the error in statement S2. Thus 
there cannot be a function h since the same standard value should be mapped into 
two different static values. 
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The above algebraic approach can be made less restrictive by assuming that the 
carriers of algebra SM be partially ordered sets, and by requiring that, for every 
program p, 
h(s(p))c S’(P) (2.1) 
where c is the ordering relation over the carriers of SM. 
This is still a correctness proof of the static semantics, if h maps only standard 
values satisfying property P into static values less than or equal to “P-correct”. By 
referring to the above example, h will map the standard meaning of pl and p2 into 
the value “type-correct”. Then s’(p2) will be “type-correct”, whereas s’(p1) will 
be an error value greater than “type-correct”. 
It easy to prove by induction on p that if every operator op of the G-algebras 
has the following properties: 
h(opM(x,, . . ., x,))~opw(h(x,), . . . , h(x,)), 
opsM is monotone, 
then (2.1) holds. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
We assume now the standard and static semantics to be given in a denotational 
style, and all carriers of M and SM to be Scott’s domains, that is continuous lattices. 
We use lattices instead of c.p.o.s for a technical reason, to be explained in Section 
3.3. This property of carriers obviously satisfies the previous requirement on carriers 
of SM of being partially ordered sets. Every domain can be either a primitive 
domain or it can be obtained by applying a domain constructor, such as + (union), 
X (Cartesian product), + (functions), to other domains. These auxiliary domains 
are introduced to describe basic semantic concepts, such as environment, store or 
continuations. 
This structured definition of the semantic domains allows to simplify the correct- 
ness proof for these domains which have the same structure in M and SM. More 
precisely, to prove static semantic correctness we have to find a function h for every 
pair of corresponding (i.e. with the same name) domains in M and SM, and to 
prove (2.2) and (2.3) for every operation. There are three possible cases: 
(i) if corresponding domains are equal in M and SM (e.g. Types, Identifiers, . . .) 
then h is the identity function; 
(ii) if corresponding domains are defined in M and SM as the application of the 
same constructor to the corresponding domains in M and Sk! (e.g. the Environment 
defined as Identifiers+ Denotations), then function h can be derived in a standard 
way from the functions h of the component domains. The rules for deriving h for 
each constructor are described in the next section, where it is also shown that (2.2) 
and (2.3) hold for the operations associated with the constructors. 
(iii) if corresponding domains are defined in two different ways in M and SM 
(e.g. Denotations), then a suitable function h must be devised satisfying condition 
(2.2). 
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Usually, as it will be shown with the example of Section 4, most of the correspond- 
ing domains are defined in the same way, and, as pointed out above, the proof has 
to be actually carried out only for some auxiliary domains which are defined 
differently in M and SM. These auxiliary domains, together with the associated 
operations, are used to describe quite general basic semantic concepts, and thus a 
further advantage of this approach is that these domains can be used either to define 
new constructs of the language or to give the semantics of other languages, based 
on the same concepts, without requiring any new proof. This fact was pointed out 
by Mosses in [21], where an approach to compiler correctness is presented, which 
allows to add completely new features, like non-determinism or concurrency without 
changing the original semantic equations. 
3. Function h for domain constructors 
In this section we give the rules for deriving the function h for commonly used 
domain constructors, namely +, X , -* . As pointed out before the carriers of M 
and SM are Scott’s domains, that is continuous lattices. A (complete) lattice is a 
partially ordered set, with ordering relation C, where every subset has a least upper 
bound. For the definition of continuous lattices see [25], where it is also proved 
that the application of the above mentioned domain constructors yield continuous 
lattices as well. 
We give the definition of function h for these constructors and we prove property 
(2.2) for the operators associated with them; property (2.3) is certainly satisfied 
because these operators are monotonic and continuous. 
3.1. Disjoint union 
Let D’ and D2 be two domains. The domain D = D’+ D’ is the domain 
with I~dld~D,d~TJd~Dand(n,,d,)~(n~,d~)iff nl=nzand di~dl. 
Let Dh and DL be domains of the algebra M and D&, and D&, the correspond- 
ing domains in SM. 
We define function hD from DIM = D,& + DL to DSM = Ok.\, + DgM as follows: 
h,((I, &f)) =(I, &9(&1)9 
&((2, &)I = (2, h&C4 I), 
hD(&M) = 15% 
h&TmM) = TSM 
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The operations of disjoint union are 
(i) injection : d’ in D, where d’ E D’, i = 1,2, denotes the corresponding element 
((i, d’)) in D; 
(ii) Projection : d[D’, where d E D, i = 1,2, denotes 
IDS if d=lD, 
TLY if d=TD, 
d’ if d = (i, d’), 
IDI ifd=(j,d’)withj#i; 
(iii) dED’, where d E D, denotes the following truth values: 
IT. if d=ID, 
TT if d = T,,, 
true if d = (i, d’), 
false if d = (j, d’) with j # i. 
It is easy to see that hD and h,y satisfy (2.2) for each operation if hDt (i = 1,2) are 
strict, that is 
hoi(lol,W)=ID;,, (i=1,2). 
3.2. Cartesian product 
The domain D = D’ X D’ is the domain 
{(d’, d’)ld% D’, d’E D*} 
with(d’,d2)~(61,62)iffd’~d’anddZ~~2. 
We define function hD from DM = Dh X DL to Ds.\, = D& X Di, as follows: 
The operations are 
(i) pair construction: (d’, d’), where d’ E D’, d’ E D’, 
(ii) selection: d&i, where dE D, i = 1,2. 
Functions hD and hDr obviously satisfy (2.2) for the above operations. 
3.3. Continuous functions 
In order to define the domain D’ + D2 we need the following definitions: 
A set X (ordered by s) is a chain iff for all xi, x2 E X, xi c x2 or xzc xi. 
A function f from D’ to D2 is monotonic iff f (d’) E f (b’) whenever d’ c 6’. 
A function f from D’ to D* is continuous iff f is monotonic and 
f (LJX) = U { f (x)1x E X} for every chain Xc D. 
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The domain F = D’ + D* is the domain of the continuous functions from D’ to 
D’ with 
fcg,fEF,gEF iff f(d’)Eg(d’) for all ~‘ED’. 
We define function h, from &, = Dz + Dz to FsI, = Di&, --, D& as follows: 
(h,(f,,))(&,) = u V&I 1 &a, =b(ftt(d$)) where h,ltdL)rdXt). 
(Remind that because all domains we use are continuous lattices, the existence of 
a least upper bound for every subset is guaranteed.) 
We have to prove that this function hF actually maps values of F,, into values 
of FSM, that is hF(fW) is a continuous function. 
To prove this it is not sufficient that h ,,I and hD2 are continuous but function h,l 
must satisfy a further property defined as follows. 
Property 3.1. Backward continuity. Let X and Y be two domains. A function f 
from X to Y is backward continuous if, for every chain in Y, 
yky’5 . ..Ey= I? y', y,y% Y. 
i=l 
and for all x E X such that f(x) E y we have 
x= ; xi, where xi E x,~+’ and f(xi) c y’. 
i=l 
The usefulness of this property is made clear in Appendix A, where we prove 
that, if h,,I and hDz satisfy the following constraints: 
- h,l and h,,z are continuous, 
- h,l and h,Z are backward continuous, 
then h, maps continuous functions in continuous functions (that is hF(fk,) is 
continuous for all f,M E FM) and h, is continuous and backward continuous as well. 
Finally, we prove that the operations associated to continuous function domains 
satisfy condition (2.2). 
The operations are 
(i) Functional application: f(d’), where f~ F, d’ E D’. 
Condition (2.2), in this case, is 
hg’(f~(d~))E(hF(f~))(hDl(d~)). 
which is directly verified by the definition of h, 
(ii) Functional composition : f’ of”, 
wheref’EF’,f”EF”,F’:D’~D3,F”:D3~DZ. 
Condition (2.2), in this case, is 
(Mfh ofL))(d~M)~_(hF,(f~)~hF”(f:Cl))(d:.M) for all d& ED&,; 
by using the definition of hF it is easy to see that the above inequality is verified. 
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(iii) Functional abstraction: LAM x'.E(x'). kvhere x’ is a variable in D’, ,5(x’) 
is an expression in D’ which contains the variable x’ and LAM x'.E(x') denotes 
the function which maps any argument in D’ to the value in D’ obtained by 
evaluating E when x’ equals the argument value. 
Condition (2.2), in this case, is 
&(LAM x.t,.&(x!t,))cLAM &~,.\,(X:,~). (3.1) 
We prove in Appendix B (Theorem B. 1) that if all component operations of E 
satisfy condition (2.2) and (2.3), then (3.1) holds. 
(iv) Least fixed point: for any domain D we define 
jix: (D-+D)+D by fix(f)= ;. f”(lo). 
n=l 
In Appendix B (Theorem B.2) we prove that condition (2.2) holds for the least 
fixed point, that is 
MfiX‘M(fV,)) E FxsM(MfM)) whereF=D+D 
if hD is strict and continuous. 
3.4. Reflexive domains 
Scott’s domains can be also defined recursively, e.g. 
D’=D’+D’+D’. 
In this case the function hD- ’ will also be defined recursively in terms of the 
functions h of the component domains, according to the rules given in the previous 
section. 
It easy to see that the properties of continuity and backward continuity of functions 
h are preserved by disjoint union and Cartesian product. Therefore we can summarize 
the results of this section by saying that, if functions h of basic domains are strict, 
continuous and backward continuous, then functions h of the derived domains 
(obtained by applying Scott’s constructors in any order to basic domains) satisfy 
condition (2.2) for all operations. 
In particular, if in the basic domains in M and SM there are no infinite chains 
of distinct elements, then continuity of h reduces to monotonicity and backward 
continuity holds trivially for every h. 
4. An example 
4.1. The language L 
The grammar G of the language L is given in Fig. 1. L is a strongly typed 
imperative language with integer and boolean types, and with a block structure a 
program 
mk-block 
emptydecl 
compdecl 
vardecl 
procdecl 
mk-param 
inttype 
booltype 
assign 
ifthenelse 
whiledo 
compound 
proccall 
mk-read 
mk-write 
emptysta r 
mk-plus 
mk-minus 
mk-times 
mk-and 
mk-or 
mk-lessthan 
mk-equal 
mk-not 
mk-true 
mk-false 
mk-constant 
mk-ident 
digit-const 
camp-const 
letter-ide 
camp-ide 
zero 
nine 
a 
2 
(prog)::=( block) 
(block)::= begin( decl) ; (stat) end 
(decl)::=emptydecl 
(decl)::=( decl) ; (decl) 
(decl)::=var( ide):( type) 
(decl)::=procedure( ide)((param)) (block) 
(param>::=( ide) : (type) 
(type)::=integer 
(type)::= boolean 
(stat)::=( ide) := (exp) 
(stat)::=if (exp) then (stat) else (stat) 
(stat)::=while (exp) do (star) 
(stat)::=(stat);(srat) 
(stat)::=(ide)((ide)) 
(stat)::=read (ide) 
(stat)::= write (exp) 
(stat)::=emptystat 
(exp>::=(exp)+(exp) 
(exp>::=(exp)-(exp) 
(exp)::=(exp)*(exp) 
(exp)::=(exp) and (exp) 
(exp)::=(exp) or (exp) 
(exp)::=(exp)<(exp) 
(exp>::=(exp) = (exp) 
(exp)::=not (exp) 
(exp)::=true 
(exp)::=false 
(exp)::=(const) 
(exp)::=( ide) 
(const)::=( digit) 
(const)::=( const)(digit) 
(ide)::=( letter) 
(ide)::=( ide) (letter) 
(digit)::= 0 
* . . . 
(digit)::= 6 
(lerter)::=A 
. . . . 
( lette;)::= i 
Fig. 1. 
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la Pascal, i.e. where blocks are procedure bodies. Procedure parameters are variables 
passed by reference. 
To allow to see grammar G as a many sorted algebra, each production has been 
given a name. Then the sorts of the G-algebra are the non-terminals of the grammar, 
and the names of the productions are operator symbols. For instance, pro&cl is 
an operator symbol denoting a function which takes three arguments of sorts (ide), 
(parum), (block) and yields a result of sort (decl), and empfydecl is a constant symbol 
of sort (decl). 
4.2. The first level of the semantic definitions 
According to our approach, the standard and static semantic domains, that is the 
carriers of algebras M and SM, will be defined in terms of auxiliary domains. These 
domains correspond to usual basic semantic domains, and the carriers of M and 
SM will be obtained by applying the domain constructors described in Section 3 to 
them. 
As pointed out before, some of the domains are defined in the same way both 
in M and in SM, and the correctness proof has to be carried out only for the 
remaining domains, which are listed in Fig. 2 together with their operations. Their 
definition will be given in the next section. In Fig. 3 we give the definitions of the 
domains which are common to the standard and static semantics. In particular, the 
domains which are carriers of M or SM have the same name as the corresponding 
non-terminal of grammar G. 
The semantics of the language is given in Fig. 4 itself. Here we define all operations 
of the G-algebra, except for the operations which already appear in Fig. 3, in terms 
of the operations of Fig. 2 and of Fig. 3, of the operations of the domain constructors 
described in Section 3, and of some auxiliary operations whose definition appears 
at the end of Fig. 4. By adding one of the two different definitions of the operations 
of Fig. 2 given in the next section, we obtain alternatively the standard and static 
semantics of the language. 
A few comments on the notation. A LET construct as been used as syntactic sugar 
to simplify the understanding of expressions. The form of a LET expression is 
LETX=ElINE2 
and its meaning is 
(LAM xX2) El. 
For every domain D an IF * * - THEN - - * ELSE - - - function (strict in its first argument) 
is assumed to be defined 
IF' . *THEN"'ELSE"' : (Boolean X D X D) -* D. 
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Zntval 
plus : (Zntual X Zntval) + Zntval 
minus : (Zntual X Zntval) + Zntval 
times : (Zntval X Zntual) + Zntval 
const-value : Const + Zntual 
Boolval 
and : (Boolval X Boolval) + Boolval 
or : (Boolval x Boolval) + Boolval 
less-than : (Zntual X Zntval) + Boolval 
equal : (Zntval X Zntval) + Boolval 
not : Boolval-, Boolval 
true : Boolval 
false: Boolval 
Ans the domain of program outputs 
ok: Ans 
static-error: String + Ans 
run-error : String + Ans 
add-and : (Zntval X Ans) + Ans 
if-then-else : (Boolval X Ans X Ans) + Ans 
In the domain of program inputs 
Zntloc 
Boolloc 
Store 
init-store : In + Store 
empty-input : Store + Boolual 
read-input : Store + (Zntval x Srore) 
new-lot : (Store X Type) + (Lot X Store) 
write-store : (Store X Lot X Value) + Store 
undef-value : (Store x Lot) + Boolval 
read-store : (Store x Lot) + Value 
where Lot = Zntloc + Boolloc 
Value = Zntval+ Boolval 
Fig. 2. 
Boolean = the flat domain of truth values 
String 
Digit 
Letter 
Const 
Ide 
Type 
Param 
Lot 
Value 
Cont 
Procden 
Proc 
Den 
= the flat domain of strings 
= the flat domain of digits 
= the flat domain of letters 
= the flat domain of sequences of digits, whose elements are obtained 
through the operations 
digit-const : Digit + Const 
camp-const : (Const X Digit) + Const 
= the flat domain of sequences of letters (identifiers), whose elements are 
obtained through the operations 
letter-ide : Letter + Ide 
camp-ide : (Ide x Letter) + Ide 
= the flat domain containing the constants 
Inttype : Type 
booltype : Type 
= Ide x Type 
= Intloc + Boolloc 
= lntcal + Boolual 
= Store --* Ans 
= Proc X Type 
= Lot + Cont --) Cont 
= Lot + Procden 
statement continuations 
denotable values 
with the constant undefenc Undefenu = a singleton domain 
Envvalue = Den + Undefenv 
Env = Ide --, En ccaltte 
Dcont = Enc -, Cont 
Econt = Value -, Cont 
Prog = In + Ans 
Block = Enc --) Cont -+ Cont 
Decl = Enc --f Dcont + Cont 
Stat = Enc + Cont --, Cont 
EXP = Enc + Econt + Cont 
the environment 
declaration continuations 
expression continuations 
Fig. 3. 
A CASE construct is used for values belonging to a disjoint union. 
If dED=D’+D’+***,thenotation 
CASE d 
D’_, . ..d... 
D’+ . ..d... 
ENDCASE 
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program (block) = 
LAM in. block init-env init-cant (init-store, in) 
mk-block (decl, stat) = 
LAM env. LAM cont. decl env (LAM envl. stat enrl cant) 
emptydecl = 
LAM enc. LAM dcont. dcont env 
compdecl (decll , decl2) = 
LAM envl. LAM dcont. decll envl 
(LAM env2. decl2 env2 dcont) 
vardecl (ide, type) = 
LAM env. LAM dcont. LAM store 
LET lot-store = new-lot (store, type) 
IN dcont (add-env (env, ide, lot-storell in Den)) 
lot-storeJ2 
procdecl (ide, param, block) = 
LAM env. LAM dcont. 
LET procden = (fix (LAM proc. LAM lot. LA.M cont. 
block (add-env (add-env (env, ide, 
(proc, paramJ2) in Den). 
paramil, lot in Den)) cant), 
paraml2) 
IN dcont (add-env (env, ide, procden in Den)) 
mk-param (ide, type) = 
( ide, type) 
assign (ide, exp) = 
LAM OlV. LAM Cont. 
LET envvalue = env ide 
IN CASE envvalue 
Den + CASE envvalue 
Lot+ exp env (LAM value. LAM store. 
IF (ltypeof envvalue) 
= (vtypeof value) 
THEN cant (write-store 
(store, envvalue, 
value)) 
ELSE static-error “assign” 
Procden + LAM store. static-error “assign” 
ENDCASE 
Undefenv + LAM store. static-error “undef-env” 
ENDCASE 
Fig. 4. 
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ifthenelse (exp, stat 1, stat2) = 
LAM env. LAM cont. exp env (LAM value. LAM store. 
CASE value 
Boolval+ if-then-else (value, 
stat1 env cant store, 
stat2 env cant store) 
Zntval+ static-error “if-expr” 
ENDCASE) 
whiledo (exp, stat) = 
LAM env. LAM cont. fix (LAM contl. exp env 
(LAM value. LAM store. 
CASE Vdlle 
Boolval+ if-then-else (value, 
stat env cant 1 store, 
cant store) 
Zntval+ static-error “while-expr” 
ENDCASE)) 
compound (stat 1, stat2) = 
LAM env. LAM cont. stat1 env (stat2 env cant) 
proccall (ide 1, ide2) = 
LAM env. LAM cont. 
LET envvaluel = env idel IN 
LET envvalue2 = env ide2 IN 
CASE envvalue 1 
Den + 
CASE envvaluel 
Procden + 
CASE envvalue2 
Den -, 
CASE envvalue2 
Lot + IF (ltypeof envvalue2) = 
envvaluelJ2 
THEN .?WJVUhel~l 
envvalue2 
cant 
ELSE LAM StOW. 
static-error “call” 
Procden + LAM store. 
static-error “call” 
ENDCASE 
Undefenv + LAM store. 
Fig 4 (cont.) 
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static-error “under-env” 
ENDCASE 
Lot + LAM store. static-error “call” 
ENDCASE 
Undefenv + LAM store. static-error “undef-env” 
ENDCASE 
mk-read (ide) = 
LAM WV. LAM COtlt. LAM StOh?. 
LET envvalue = env ide IN 
cAsE envvalue 
Den --* 
CASE envvalue 
Lot + 
CASE envvalue 
Intloc + if-then-else (empty-input store, 
run-error “input”, 
cant ( write-store 
((read-input store)J2, 
envvalue in Lot, 
(read-input store)ll 
in Value))) 
Boolloc + static-error “read” 
ENDCASE 
Procden + static-error “read” 
ENDCASE 
Undefenv + static-error “undef-env” 
ENDCASE 
mk- write (exp) = 
LAM env. LAM cont. exp env (LAM value. LAM store. 
CASE VdUfZ 
Intval+ add-ans (value, cant store) 
Boolval+ static-error “write” 
ENDCASE) 
emptystat = 
LAM env. LAM cont. cant 
mk-plus (exp 1, exp2) = 
LAM env. LAM econt. expl env (LAM valuel. 
CASE value 1 
Intval+ exp2 env (LAM value2. 
CASE VdUe2 
Intval -* econt ((plus (value 1, value2)) in Value) 
Boolval+ LAM store. static-error “plus” 
ENDCASE Fig. 4 (cont.) 
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Boolval+ LAM store. static-error “plus” 
ENDCASE) 
mk-minus (expl, exp2) = * * - 
mk-times (expl, exp2) = * - . 
mk-and (expl, exp2) = * * . 
mk-or (expl, exp2) =* - * 
mk-lessthan (expl, exp2) = * . * 
mk-equal (expl, exp2) = - * * 
mk-not (exp) = * * - 
mk-true =. * - 
mk-false = - - * 
mk-constant (const) = 
LAM enu. LAM econt. econt ((const-value const) in Value) 
mk-ident (ide) = 
LAM enu. LAM econt. LAM store. 
LET enuualue = enu ide IN 
CASE enuualue 
Den + 
CASE enuualue 
Lot + if-then-else (undef-value (store, enuualue), 
run-error “undef-value”, 
econt (read-store (store, enuualue))) 
Procden + static-error “exp-ide” 
ENDCASE 
Undefenu + static-error “env-error” 
ENDCASE 
init-enu : Enu = LAM ide. undefenu in Envvalue 
add-env (env, ide, den) : Enu = 
LAM idel. IF idel = ide THEN (den in Enuvalue) 
ELSE env idel 
init-cant : Cont = LAM store. ok 
ltypeof (10~) : Type = 
CASE lOC 
Intloc --, inttype 
Boolloc + booltype 
ENDCASE 
Fig. 4 (cont.) 
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vtypeof (value) : Type = 
CASE value 
Intval+ inttype 
Boolval+ booltype 
ENDCASE 
Fig. 4 (cont.) 
means 
IFdED'THEN...(dlD')... 
ELSEIF dED2 THEN***(dlD').*. 
. . . 
that is, in every clause of the CASE construct labelled by D’, the type of variable d 
is implicitly translated from D to D’. 
Function application associates to the left, that is 
abed 
means 
((a(b))(c))(d). 
Finally, variables are implicitly typed. In fact a variable denoting a value in a 
certain domain has the same name as the domain, beginning with a lower case letter 
and possibly followed by an integer number to distinguish several variables of the 
same type. 
The semantics of the language is given by means of the well-knonn semantic 
concepts of environment, store and continuations. Continuations are used in this 
language only to describe abnormal terminations due to errors, but they could be 
also used to describe jump statements. 
The semantics of a program is a function from input to answers. As we will 
describe precisely in the next section, the input is a sequence of integers and is part 
of the store, and the answer is a sequence of integers ending with a string which 
can be either “ok”, if the program terminates correctly, or an error message. Errors 
are divided into two categories, static and run-time errors. Static errors, of course, 
are the errors which can be detected by the static semantics, and, in this language, 
they deal with the environment (when an undefined identifier is used) and with the 
types. Run-time errors instead deal with store operations, such as reading an empty 
input or accessing an undefined location. 
Two different ifthenelse operations are used in the semantic definition. The first 
one, IF***THEN-*-ELSE--*, has the first argument belonging to the domain 
Boolean and it has the standard meaning. The second operation if-then-else, will 
be defined in the next section, and its first argument belongs to the domain Boolvaf, 
which will also be defined in the next section. In the standard semantics the meanings 
of the two operations will be the same, whereas they will differ in the static semantics. 
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Procedure denotations are pairs consisting of a procedure value and the type of 
the argument, which is used in the type checking of procedure calls. Errors occurring 
in a procedure body are not detected when the procedure is declared, but only 
when it is called. That is, a wrong procedure which is never used does not give rise 
to any error. In fact, a procedure value is always a function, which, in case of an 
error occurring in the procedure body, returns as answer the corresponding error 
message. 
4.3. The last level of semantic definitions 
In this section we define the domains and operations of Fig. 2 for the standard 
and static semantics, and we prove the correctness of static semantics. In Fig. 5 we 
give the definitions for algebra M, that is for the standard semantics. As we mentioned 
before, the answers are finite sequences of integers, built by the write statement, 
ending with either “ok” or an error message. The input is a sequence of integers 
and it is a component of the store. The other component of the store is the memory 
which is divided into two typed memories, one for integers and one for booleans. 
Each memory is a mapping from locations (integers) to values, and it contains also 
a pointer to the last created location. 
In Fig. 6 we give the definition for the static semantics. All the domains are 
singletons except for the answers which are sets of static error messages. Note that, 
the domains defined as singleton, also contain a top element T, and then they are 
actually two elements domains. The operations defined on such domains are strict 
on the top. 
We can now prove the correctness of static semantics by defining the functions 
h from the domains of M to the domains of SM. Function hAns is defined as follows: 
h/&T.,,) = TSM, 
hAns(l.v,) = 1 1, 
h/,nr(ok~~) = {“ok”), 
hAnr (static-error, (string)) = {string}, 
hAns( run-errorM( string)) = {“ok”}, 
h,,,(add-ansM(intual.~, aqv)) = h,,,,(ans,+,). 
This function obviously satisfies all requirements on continuity of Section 3, 
because neither Ans,,, nor AnssM possess infinite chains. 
All other functions h are defined trivially since they map every (non-top) element 
of a domain in M into the (non-top) element of the corresponding domain in SM, 
and T,M into Ts.v,. 
Finally we have to prove that condition (2.2) holds for all operations listed in 
Fig. 2, as defined in Figs. 5 and 6. The proof is trivial for all operations of Zntual, 
Boolval and Store, and for operations ok, static-error, run-error, add-ans of Ans. 
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In&al 
Boolt’al 
= Integer with the operations: plus, minus, times, const-calue (which 
converts a constant into an integer) 
=Boolean with the operations: and, or, less-than, equal, not, true, 
false. 
Ans = the flat domain of elements obtained through the constructors: ok, 
static-error, run-error, add-ans. 
Furthermore the following operation is defined 
if-then-else (boolual, ansl, ans2) = 
IF booloal THEN ansl ELSE an&? 
In = the flat domain of elements obtained through the constructors 
empty-in : In 
add-in : (Intaal x In) + In 
and with operations 
head-in : In + Intual 
tail-in : In --* In 
is-empty-in : In + Boolean 
Intloc = Integer 
Undefint = a singleton domain with the constant 
undef-int: Undefint 
Intmemval = Zntval+ Undefint 
Intmem = (Intloc + Intmemval) X Intloc 
with the operations 
init-int-mem : Intmem = 
(LAM intloc. undef-in? in Intmemual, 0) 
new-lot-int-mem (intmem) : Intmem = 
(intmemll, intememJ2+ 1) 
write-int-mem (intmem, intloc, intual) : Intmem = 
(LAM intlocl. IF intlocl = intloc 
THEN intual in Intmemual 
ELSE intmem & 1 intlocl, 
intmemJ2) 
undef-value-int-mem (intmem, intloc): Boolval = 
CASE intmem3.1 intloc 
Intval--* false 
Undefint --, true 
ENDCASE 
Fig. 5 
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read-int-mem (intmem, intloc) : Intual = 
(intmemJ 1 intloc) 1 Zntual 
Boolloc = Integer 
Undefbool = a singleton domain with the constant 
undef-boo1 : Undefbool 
Boolmemval = Boolval+ Undefbool 
Boolmem = (Boolloc + Boolmemval) X Boolloc 
with operations analogous to those of Intmem 
Mem = lntmem X Boolmem 
with the operations 
init-mem : Mem = 
(init-int-mem, init-bool-mem) 
new-lot-mem (mem, type) : (Lot X Mem) = 
IF type = inttype 
THENLET intmem= new-lot-int-mem memJ 1 
IN (intmemJ2 in Lot, 
(intmem, memJ.2)) 
ELSE LET boolmem = new-lot-bool-mem memJ2 
IN (boolmemJ2 in Lot, 
(mem J 1, boolmem)) 
write-mem (mem, lot, value) : Mem = 
CASE lOC 
Intloc += ( write-int-mem (mem J 1, lot, 
value 1 Intcal), 
memJ2) 
Booloc --, ( mem 4 1, 
write-bool-mem (memJ2, lot, 
value 1 Boolcal)) 
ENDCASE 
undef-value-mem (mem, lot) : Boolval= 
CASE /OC 
Intloc + undef-value-int-mem (memll, lot) 
Boolloc-, undef-value-bool-mem( memJ2, lot) 
ENDCASE 
read-mem (mem, lot) : Value = 
CASE /OC 
Fig. 5 (cont.) 
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Intcal --f read-int-mem (mem J. 1, lot) in Value 
Boolval-, read-bookcal( memJ2, lot) in Value 
ENDCASE 
Store =MemxIn 
with the operations 
kit-store (in) = (init-mem, in) 
empty-input (store) = 
is-empty-in store&2 
read-input (store) = 
(head-in store32, (storell, tail-in storeJ2)) 
new-lot (store, type) = 
LET locmem = new-lot-mem (storel 1, type) 
IN (~ocmem~l, (locmemJ2, store3.2)) 
write-store (store, lot, value) = 
(write-mem (storell, lot, value), storeJ2) 
undef-value (store, lot) = 
undef-value-mem (store4 1, lot) 
read-store (store, lot) = 
read-mem (store4 1, lot) 
Fig. 5 (cont.) 
For if-then-else we have 
hAns( if-then-else., ( boolualzW, ans l,v,, ans2.,)) = 
hAns(lF boOlCaf.,,THEN ansl.wELSE ans2.\,), 
if-then-elsesM ( hBoolcot (boolval.,,), h,&ansl.w), h&an&,)) = 
h.&ansl,Lt) L-J h,&ans2,). 
This is the only operation for which (2.2) does not hold with the equal sign. 
Having defined functions h from the domains of the standard semantics to the 
corresponding domains of the static semantics, we can now define precisely the 
properties which are described by the static semantics. In fact we have proved that, 
for every program p, 
h(s(p)) c s’(p) 
where s and S’ are the standard and static semantics. The standard meaning s(p) 
is a function in the domain In., + Ans.W According to the definition of function h 
for the domain of functions given in Section 3.3, h( s(p)) is a function in Ins.\, + AnssM 
mapping the single value of Ins.\, into the set of all static error messages which can 
be returned by s(p) for all possible input values. According to the above inequality, 
the static semantics s’(p) may give a larger set of error messages. Thus if the static 
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Intval 
Booloal 
Ans 
In 
Intloc 
Boolloc 
Store 
=a singleton domain consisting of the element single-in& and with 
the operations 
plus (intuall, intval2) = single-h 
=a singleton domain consisting of the element single-bool, and with 
operations 
and (boohall, boolval2) = single-boo1 
= the domain of finite sets of strings corresponding to all possible 
static errors plus a string “ok” ordered with set inclusion, with the 
operations 
ok = {“ok”} 
static-error (string) = {string} 
run-error (string) = {“ok”} 
add-ans (intual, ans) = ans 
if-then-else (boolual, ansl, ans2) = ansl u ans2 
= a singleton domain consisting of the element single-in 
= a singleton domain consisting of the element single-intloc 
=a singleton domain consisting of the element single-boolloc 
= a singleton domain consisting of the element single-store, and with 
the operations 
init-store (in) = single-store 
empty-input (store) = single-boo1 
read-input (store) = (single-in& single-store) 
new-lot (store, type) = 
IF type = inttype 
THEN (single-intloc in Lot, single-store) 
ELSE (single-boolloc in Lot, single-store) 
write-store (store, lot, value) = single-store 
undef-value (store, lot) = single-boo1 
read-store (store, lot) = 
CASE lOC 
Zntloc + single-int in Value 
Boolloc + single-boo1 in Value 
ENDCASE 
Fig. 6. 
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semantics gives the set {“ok”}, then no static error can occur in the program for 
any input. 
4.4. Simplifying the static semantics 
By putting together Figs. 4 and 6 we obtain the complete definition of the static 
semantics. However this definition is rather redundant since it contains several 
singleton domains which do not carry any information. For instance the semantics 
of a program could be simply Anss.,, instead of InsM + AnssM, and similarly a 
continuation could be simply an answer. In this way, the domain Input and Store 
with their operations would disappear from the static semantics as usually happens 
with the static semantics of languages. 
To obtain the simplified static semantics SSM we can use the following general 
transformation. Let 
F,,=A+B 
be a domain of SM where A is a singleton domain with the value sing-a, and let 
F SSM = B 
be the corresponding domain of SSM. 
The operations of Fss.M corresponding to the usual operations of functions of FsM 
are defined as follows: 
- functional application : fss.,, (a) = fss.tt, 
- functional abstraction: LAM a.E(a) = E(sing-a). 
It is easy to see that the domains F sM and Fss.w with their operations are 
isomorphic. 
The simplified static semantics SSM is obtained from SM by modifying the 
definition of Prog and Cont and their operations according to above transformations. 
For instance, operation mk-read, defined in Fig. 4, becomes, by substituting if-then- 
else with its definition, 
mk-read( ide) = 
LAM env. LA.54 cont. 
LET envvalue = env ide IN 
CASE envvalue 
Den + 
CASE envcalue 
Lot + 
CASE envvalue 
Intloc + {“ok”} v cant 
Boolloc + {“read”} 
ENDCASE 
Procden + {“read”} 
ENDCASE 
Undefenv + {“undef-env”} 
ENDCASE 
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Note that, by defining in Section 4.2 the domains Prog and Cont as primitive 
domains with suitable operations, we might have defined directly the static semantics 
SSM in Section 4.3. However, by introducing SM as an intermediate step, we have 
a simpler correctness proof because the definition and correctness of function h for 
Prog and Conr comes automatically from the general rules of Section 3 and from 
the isomorphism of SM and SSM. 
4.5. Static checking algorithm 
Given the static denotational semantics of language L, we want now to give an 
algorithm for evaluating the static meaning of a program, that is for performing 
static checking. The problem of finding this algorithm is analogous to the problem 
of deriving an interpreter, or a compiler, from the standard denotational semantics 
of a language. Both problems are trivially solved if the denotational semantics is 
expressed in a executable formalism. 
Our example has been implemented in SIS [20], a system designed by Mosses for 
defining the denotational semantics of programming languages. The definition of a 
language in SK is given in two parts. The first part deals with syntactic aspects and 
provides an interface between concrete and abstract syntax. In the second part the 
semantics is associated with every construct of the abstract syntax by means of a 
language called DSL. DSL is a typed applicative language whose primitive types are 
Scott’s domains, and which allows to define new types by means of the domain 
constructors of Section 3. Thus the standard and static semantics can be trivially 
translated from the formalism used in this paper to DSL syntax. 
Furthermore, DSL allows to give the semantics in levels, by leaving some domains 
with their operations unspecified and by defining them at the lower level. Using 
this feature we can give to the semantic definition exactly the same structure as in 
this paper, by defining in the first level the part of the semantics given in Fig. 4, 
and by defining alternatively in the second level the domains and operations of 
Figs. 5 and 6. 
Once the semantics of language L has been expressed in DSL we have immediately 
an interpreter of the language, which, in the case of static semantics, is the static 
checker. However there is a point which must be considered with care, the evaluation 
of the fixed point operator. In fact, using the standard evaluation rule would cause 
the non termination of the static checker, and thus a different rule must be used. 
The domains of static semantics on which the fixed point is computed are finite. 
Thus the computation of the fixed point according to its definition, i.e. as the limit 
of the chain f” (I) always terminates in a finite number of steps. A more careful 
analysis of these domains allows to find the maximum number of steps. 
Let us consider first the fixed point operator appearing in the definition of whiledo. 
The fixed point operator is applied to a function from Con? to COW, which in algebra 
SSM is simply a function from Ans to Ans. It is easy to see that each function 
f : Ans -+ Ans in algebra SSM is such that 
f(ans)=c or f(ans)=cuans 
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where c is an element of Am, because the only operations defined on Am are some 
constants and the union operation. Then. f( @) =f(f(@)), and the least fixed point 
is obtained in just one step. The definition of whiledo in algebra SSV can be 
rewritten as 
whiled0 (exp, stat) = 
LAM env. LAM am. 
exp env (LA,M value. 
CASE value 
Boohal+ (stat env 0) u ans 
Inrval+ {“while-expr”} 
ENDCASE) 
This definition corresponds to the way the checking of this statement is usually 
carried out. In fact, the condition exp is first evaluated and, if it has the correct 
type, the body stat is evaluated once with continuation @. If the body is correct we 
have (stat env @) = CD and the whole while statement is correct. 
The other fixpoint operator appears in procedure declaration, and it is applied 
to a function from Proc to Proc, where Proc = Lot + Am + Ans in algebra SSM It 
is easy to see that in this case one step is not sufficient to reach the least fixed point 
starting from the bottom LAM lot. LA.M ans. @. In fact, if the procedure body contains 
a recursive call, the first step does not propagate the continuation of the recursive 
call; that is, an error occurring after the recursive call is not detected in the first 
step. However can be seen that two steps are sufficient to reach the least fixed point. 
In fact, because functions on answers return either c or cu ans as pointed out 
before, then at the second step all possible answers are propagated. 
The checking of procedure declarations is slightly more complicated than expected 
by requiring two applications of the functional. A more intuitive approach would 
be to prove inductively the correctness of the procedure body by assuming correct 
all recursive calls, that is to apply the functional once to the procedure LAM lot. 
LAM ans. ans (greater than the bottom LAM lot. LAM ans. CD). However this approach 
not always yields the least fixed point; in fact if the body of a recursive procedure 
does not contain any conditional statement, then the least fixed point will be 
LAM lot. LAM am. @ (reachable starting from the bottom), which is smaller than 
the obtained fixed point LAM lot. LAM ans. ans. Both these fixed points are semantics 
of correct procedures. The advantage of the least-fixed point approach is to allow 
the distinction between correct and terminating procedures (LAM lot. LAM ans. am) 
and correct and non-terminating ones (LAM lot. LA,M am. 0). 
Besides DSL, other languages have been used in the literature to express denota- 
tional semantics. For instance, in OBJ [14], an executable algebraic specification 
language, the semantics of a language can be described by means of a set of modules, 
such that each module corresponds to some important features of that language. 
This approach has the advantage, with respect to DSL, of presenting the semantics 
in a more structured way. On the other hand, OBJ, and similar algebraic specification 
languages, do not have higher order capabilities, that is do not allow to treat 
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operations as values. Of course this gives rise to problems in the description of 
higher order features of languages, such as procedures or continuations. 
A higher order algebraic approach is described in [22] where the semantics of 
languages is given in terms of algebras of operations (actions). 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented an approach to proving static semantics correct- 
ness, that is proving that the static semantics correctly describes the desired proper- 
ties of a given language. The approach is based on a structured description of the 
semantics, which is widely recognised to be the right technique to present the 
semantics of a language (see for instance [7]). More specific advantages of this 
approach are the following: 
- The correctness proof is greatly simplified. As shown in the example, it is possible 
to describe the static and standard semantics in such a way that they are identical 
up to a certain level of refinement. Then the correctness has to be carried out only 
for the definitions given in lower levels, and it will propagate automatically through 
the upper level. 
- In many cases it is easy to extend or modify the language. The domains defined 
at lower levels and their use describe basic semantic concepts, and therefore it is 
very easy to add new construct to the language, or to define new languages with 
other constructs, as long as these constructs are based on the same semantic oncepts. 
For instance, it would be possible to add to the language of Section 4 procedure 
parameters passed by value, or functions, or some kind of jump statement. Note 
that this extensions would not require any proof at all, since their definitions would 
be inserted into the first level of the semantic definitions. 
The reader might find unsatisfactory the way the static semantics of procedures 
is defined in our example, because the static checking algorithm has to re-evaluate 
the procedure body for every call. However it wouldn’t be too difficult to define 
another static semantics, allowing a more classical static checking, and to prove its 
correctness with respect to the previous one. For instance, in [4] we have used this 
approach to give the static semantics, and prove its correctness, for a language 
where procedures can be passed as parameters. First we have defined a static 
semantics ’ : L + SM similar to the one given in this paper. Then we have defined 
another static semantics 3”: L + SSM where the meaning of a procedure is simply 
its type. The function h’ from SM to S&M maps a procedure denotation into its 
type if, whenever it is applied to a statically correct argument it gives a statically 
correct answer, or into an error value if this does not happen. 
We conclude with a few remarks on the metalanguage used to give the semantics. 
First the metalanguage should allow to express in a natural way the semantic 
definitions according to the denotational approach; in particular, it should allow to 
define domains (even recursive domains) and higher order functions. Furthermore 
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the metalanguage should provide a module construct to express the semantics in a 
structured way. Finally it should be an executable language; in this case the definition 
of the static semantics immediately provides a static checking algorithm, which can 
be considered as a non standard interpreter of the language, in the same way as 
the standard semantics provides a standard interpreter. The two interpreters will 
share most of their structure and will differ only in the implementation of some 
modules [5]. 
Appendix A 
Let X and Y be two domains and f a function from X to Y: we define the 
following functions: 
- f : 9(X) + 9’( Y) is the function from subsets of X to subsets of I’ defined in the 
obvious way: 
f(x’)={y~y=f(x’),x’EX’} 
where X’E 9(X), YE Y; 
- f: P(X) is defined as follows: 
f(Y)={~lf(x)EY,xEX,YE YI; 
- Ll : P(Y)+ Y is the usual least upper bound function. 
By using these definitions we can define hF (from F, = X, + YM to FS.M = XSM + 
YSM) according to the definition of Section 3.3 as follows: 
h,(f,)=&q&f&4J 
(where the notation (fog) (x) means g(f(x)) for f:X+ Y, g: Y-Z. XEX) 
To prove continuity of hF(fv,) we obviously need some continuity property of 
h;( that can be derived from backward continuity of hx We introduce two definitions 
and two lemmas. The two definitions are an extension of the ones given in [26] to 
construct power domains. 
Definition. An infinifury free is a tree whose nodes may have an infinite number of 
sons. 
Definition. Let X be a domain, and T a (node-) labeled infinitary tree satisfying 
(i) for each node r the label I(t) E X, 
(ii) T has no terminating branches, and 
(iii) if t’ is a descendant of t in T, then l(t) E i(f’). 
Let L be a function which assigns to each (infinite) path v through T the least 
upper bound of the labels occurring along 7r. 
We say that T is an infinitary generating free over X, which generates the set 
S = {L( P) 17 is a path through T}. 
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We define S,, E X as the cross section of T at depth n (that is, the set of labels of 
nodes at depth n). It is obvious that, each element SE S is the least upper bound 
of a chain whose elements s, belong to S, (n = 1,2, . . .). 
Lemma A.1. Let X and Y be two domains and f a continuous function from X to 
Y. IfS,zX (n=1,2 ,...) are the cross sections of an infinitary generating tree T, 
ouer X (which generates the set S), then f( S,,) (n = 1,2,. . .) are cross sections of an 
infinitary generating tree TY over Y and p(S) is the set generated by T,.. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Lemma A.2. Let T be an infinitary generating tree over a domain X, which generates 
the set SEX. Let S, (n= l,2,. . .) be the cross sections of T, then 
; (L-l S,)=Ll s. 
tI=l 
Proof. By the definition of generated set we know that for every s E S there is a 
chain s, 5 sI G * * * such that s = LIZ=, s,, and s, E S,. We have 
s,rLJ&, n=1,2 ,... 
and 
S”E I5 (U S,,), n=1,2,... . 
,I = I 
Then, from the definition of least upper bound, we have 
ST G (IJS,,) for all sCS 
and 
On the other hand, we have 
s,LLlS, s,ES,, n=1,2 ,.... 
Then, from the definition of least upper bound 
US,,c_lJS, n=1,2 ,... 
and 
I_? (US,)EUS. 
fl=l 
Thus the lemma is proved. Cl 
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Now we can prove that, if hx and hy satisfy the following constraints: 
- hx and hy are continuous, 
- hx and hy are backward continuous (Property 3.1), 
then hF maps continuous functions in continuous functions and it is continuous and 
backward continuous. 
Theorem A.l. hF maps continuous functions in continuous functions, that is hF( fM) 
is continuous for all fv, E FM. 
Proof. hF( f$,) is obviously monotonic. We must prove that for every chain in X,,, 
?J (hAfM))( &,) = (hdfM))(xsM). 
i=l 
By applying h;; to the elements of the chain we obtain the sequence of sets 
M&), h;((&f), . . ., M&4). 
From Property 3.1 of hx we have 
for all XM E &(~s.w), 
and, by definition of h ‘x, we have that every set of the sequence is contained in the 
next one. 
Then, according to the above definitions, it is easy to see that, &(xs~) is a set 
generated by an infinitary tree and h;,(x& ) are cross sections at depth i (the root 
(depth 0) of the tree is labeled by I). 
By using functions fM and hx and by applying twice Lemma A.1 we have that 
&4M&(&))), &4fl,(h;,(x:hI)))T. *. 
is a sequence of cross sections of an infinitary tree with labels in YsIV generating 
the set ~;(I%&(~sM))). 
Then, from Lemma A.2, we have 
that is 
?i (h,(f,))( xj,,) = (hF(fM))(xS,v). •I 
i-1 
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Theorem A.2. hF is a continuous function. 
Proof. hF is monotonic by definition. Given a chain in F1vr with its least upper bound 
f.&tfLC-CfM= ?I fh, 
i=l 
we must prove that for all xSM E XSM, 
(hF( i,fL)) (-GM) = (hF(fw))(Xs.v,)r 
that is, by definition of hF, 
By applying h:, to xSM we obtain a set in X,v,. 
It is easy to see that 
fkf &(%M)), fZ &(&vfNr * - * 
(A.11 
is a sequence of cross sections of an infinitary tree (with root labeled by I) generating 
the set fvr(&(xSM))) in YM. 
By applying Lemmas A. 1 and A.2 as in the proof of Theorem A.1, we trivially 
prove (A.l). 0 
Theorem A.3. hF is backward continuous. 
Proof. We must prove that, given a chain of functions in Fsiw with their least upper 
bound 
fLf ~fLY E* . ‘CfSM = i;,f;MY 
then, for every f+, E FM such that hF( fM)cfsM, we can find a chain of functions 
in FM 
f$cfKr- 
with the following properties: 
f .v= I? fL (‘4.2) 
i==l 
and 
hF(f;)Ef&, i=1,2 ,... (A.3) 
First we show how to obtain the functions fk and then we prove that the above 
properties holds for these functions. 
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Let .x,vl be any value in X,v,, and let us consider the chain in YS,, 
f&1 (h,(%,)) EfZ,v, (hx(&f)) E - - * cfs.\,(~x(XM)) = IT fl,, (bx(x,,)). 
i=l 
From the definition of & it is easy to derive that 
ht,(f\l(&f)) ~fS.M(~X(XM)). 
Then, from the backward continuity of hy, we know that we can find a chain in 
YI,, : y.\, E y:, c * . . such that 
fd&f) = E Yif 
i=l 
and 
MYa)Cf;.\, (M&f)), i= 192,. . . * 
Now, we define fir as follows: 
(A.4) 
fh (XMM) = Yl;,. 
This construction obviously satisfies property (A.2). We show now that (A.3) holds 
as well. 
Let xS~ be any value in XSM, and let x, be a value in X, such that x, E hx(xSM), 
that is hx(x5,) c xs.vf. 
From property (A.4) we know that 
Mf$ (XIV)) GM (hX(&f)). 
Because II~(x.~) G xs.vr and f& is a monotonic function we have 
hy(& (XM)) tfii.~ (XW) for all xM E 6dhf). 
But (hF(fh))(xSM) is the least upper bound of all h,(fk(x,)) such that xM E 
I&(x,,,), and thus (A.3) holds. 0 
Appendix B 
Theorem B.l. If all component operations of E satisfy conditions (2.2) and (2.3), 
then (3.1) holds. 
Proof. From the hypothesis we have: 
h,Z(E,(d,t,))cEs,(d~,) (B.1) 
for all dh E D,b and diM E Di,M such that h,l(dL) E d&. 
Let diM be a value of D&. By a@plying the left member of (3.1) to dkM we have 
U id:,,., I&.\, = hDZ(EM(dh)) where h,l(d.\,)~d&,}_ (B.2) 
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On the other hand, by applying the right member of (3.1) to di,v, we have 
J%W ( d it, 1. (B.3) 
By (B.l) we have that each element of the set in (B.2) is E the value (B.3) and 
the same is true for the least upper bound. 
This proof holds for every di., E DLM and then (3.1) is true. 0 
Theorem B.2. If the function hD is strict and continuous, then condition (2.2) holds 
for least fixed point, that is 
h,(fix,,(f~))TfixSM(hF(f~)) where F: D+ D. 
Proof. By induction we prove 
(J3.4) 
This condition is true for n =0 because hD is strict. 
Let us assume (B.4) true for n - 1. From properties (2.2) and (2.3) for functional 
application and from the inductive hypothesis we have 
h&fl;l (~&I = hAf&fL-’ Uo.J)) 
c(hF(fM))(hD(f~‘(ID,,))) 
c-(hF(f~))((hF(f~))n-‘(lo,.,,)) 
=(hF(f~)Y(~~m,). 
Hence (B.4) holds. 
From (B.4) we obtain 
h&f:, (~D,))E t (hF(f~))n(lDs,~)=fiXs.M(hF(f~)). 
ll=O 
(B.5) 
From the continuity of hD and from (B.5) we derive 
= ?I (hAfL (IDII)))EfixS.M(hF(f~)). •I 
II=-0 
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